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With this unique oracle deck, you can harness the power of crystals for healing, divination, and

transformation! Created by the founder of The Academy of Crystal Awakening, each of these 56

cards features an exquisite photo of a potent crystal. The booklet offers step-by-step guidance that

enables you to tap into your own intuition and work with crystal devasÃ¢â‚¬â€•the spiritual energies

of the crystals themselves. And eight layouts, from a one-card draw for specific issues to a

seven-card layout that covers all aspects of life, can answer questions about the future, point you in

the right direction, and help you rediscover the energy and power that is inherent in each of us.
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Rachelle Charman founded The Academy of Crystal Awakening in 2000Ã¢â‚¬â€•the only

organization in Australia that offers an accredited diploma in crystal healing and crystal shamanism.

Rachelle is a highly respected Australian Crystal Shaman who has spent time with Peruvian

shamans and native healers in the , where she witnessed and experienced profound healings and

gained insight into the healing ways of the native tribes. Read more about her at

crystalawakening.com. She lives in Australia.

I'm a novice when it comes to oracle cards. I have many crystals and I'm quite convinced of their

healing properties. I am so impressed by this deck. I've only done readings for myself but they have

very accurate! So much so, this morning I asked my husband to listen to my reading. Even he was



impressed. For example, two years ago, our beloved dog passed away. Recently I have been

missing her so much. One of the meanings of one of the cards I picked had to do with animals. I

was so surprised when I read, "If you have been missing a beloved pet that has passed away, this

crystal was chosen to let you know they are okay. (I'm paraphrasing but I was amazed!)The

accuracy of these readings along with how easy they are to use has made this deck my favorite.

Although I like Crystals, I would not say that I am a crystal fanatic. I purchased these cards based

on a Youtube review of the deck. The reviewer was very impressed with the cards. I purchased the

cards with no real expectations. I love several things about the cards. First of all, they are colorful.

The cards draw you in . The messages in the book that comes with it are very clear. I am not sure if

this was intentional, but when you look at the cards you find all kind of treasures, spirit guides,

angels, star beings, fairies and humans. I used these cards on my day to facilitate for a women's

group and we used the cards to give each other messages, with surprising results. I love the Crystal

Reading cards and plan to surprise one of my crystal loving relatives with this Christmas.

Love this deck. The pictures are beautiful and exactly what I wanted when looking for a crystal deck.

...BEAU-TI-FUL! The crystals depicted on each card are substantially sized, and are as

energetically bright and bold as the real thing. The companion book concisely explains the attributes

of each crystal, for easy reference. It is obvious that great effort went into creating this deck. Loved

it so much that I purchased a set for my daughter. It has also prompted me to acquire a few crystals

that I probably would not of thought of adding to my collection, otherwise.

These are beautiful cards. They are larger than the usual oracle/tarot deck but that's what I love

about them. The pictures are beautiful. Very bright and detailed.

The box opens like a book with a hidden side magnet to hold it closed. The cards fit nicely in the

hands, not too big ,not too small. You could easily use this as a stand alone read or with other decks

together. The rather larger than normal sized book gives a related action to the crystal, the color,

related chakra, then two coinciding meanings; crystal medicine and oracle meaning, both which are

very detailed and descriptive. You will not be disappointed. It's become my favorite go to crystal

deck I own.



One of the best oracle decks I own (and I have a lot!) the photos are incredibly beautiful, on firm

card stock, perfect size and the companion oracle book is very well written...

The cardstock is terrible! Some of the cards was completely creased on the edges (and probably

that is because of cheap insert of the box, the deck wasn't hold by it ). I guess I just was unlucky to

have deffective deck... So I had to trim down all the cards, but now I have to buy a corner rounder

tool for them....
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